
Our world is 
filled with pictures, 

everywhere!
some of them are dynamic like 

movies or videogames.
but are images real? 

Do images exist?
I claim that

 they don’t!! 

or "The Fallacy of the INTERMEDIATE ENTITY"

   There Are No
IMAGES (to be seen)
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A picture is a physical 
two-dimensional distri-
bution of various 
properties (like color, 
gray values, etc.)

Pictures
on rolled
paper or

 curved sur-
faces are still
pictures since 

they can be 
mapped on a two
or n-dimensional

physical 
                                                                 and geometrical 

projection

We can conceive
n-dimensional pictures built

in any way we like! even dynamic ones
like movies and computer screens.

they are physical things! but 
pictures are not images ...

mmmmh ... images maybe ...                
... but pictures? 
what is a picture?
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in short, a picture
is a physical thing

a postage stamp is 
a good example!

you can stick a 
picture but not

an image

thus an image
is not a picture!

This is a picture then!
It’s physical and it lasts!
I can even go to a
museum to see it!



however, as far as we know, there are no images along the visual 
perceptual chain ... 
many physical phenomena, but neither pictures nor images in any sense ... 

eYE

neural spikes

optical 
nerve

intermediate
neural nucleus

brain

photons

external object

lightsource

Filippo Brunelleschi
(1377-1446)

Leon Battista Alberti
(1404-1472)

I suggest that you see
an image which is only

a section of 
the visual pyramid

This image is all we need
to see reality as it really is ...

well, it really seems that
seeing the world just means 

seeing an image of it ...
did I go too far?

MMMH i DID EVEN Worse ... 
YET IT SEEMED ONLY REASONABLE AT THAT POINT

TO ASSUME THAT the external image
was supposed at the other
end of the visual pyramid

ALLEGED
EXTERNAL IMAGE
OF THE OBJECT

getting inside the eye

OBJECT

I SUGGESTED 
THAT

THERE is AN IMAGE
INSIDE THE EYE ... 

ehm
minor mistake ...

even more
alleged

retinal internal
image

it all started
in italy (surprise!).

many centuries
ago

Kepler
1571-1630



though a 
picture (even

a stereo pair)
could be the

cause of a simi-
lar visual expe-

rience ... it does 
not have to

be the case!!!

optical
nerve

lense

pupil

I was so convinced 
that the eye was an image

capturing device that I made
three big mistakes when

I drew the eye!
can you spot them? 

Leonardo
1452-1519

There is no reason to suppose
there is anything like an image

between our experience and the 
world, nor that our experience

is an image of some kind.
These ideas derive from the

historical importance of opticks 
from the XVI to the XVII Century  

the truth is that there are 
no images, whether in the eye (pace keplero) 

or in the brain (pace kosslyn)
there are any images (not to speak of pictures!).

This is just a useful cultural metaphor
... nothing but that!

if we WERE
small enough
to walk inside
the retina, 
it would be
clear that

there is no image
to be seen

IN the same sense,
neither a camera
nor a scanner are
image capturing
devices.
What they do is
to produce pictures out of what they
have in front of them (which in turn
is neither a picture nor an image).
cameras and printers make prints out of
the objects they are pointed to. 
they do not capture images! 

many scholars were mislead by such wrong views

SEEING THE WORLD OR SEEING images of
the WORLD are VERY DIFFERENT things. 
dO WE REALLY SEE IMAGES?
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A B C

Observer
cheated by 
a reflecting surface

ABC

...

surprisingly, on mirrors there are no images, as 
can easily be shown, by the fact that, given a mirror,
each observer sees a different part of the world.
Thus, on a mirror, you would have to have an infinite
number of images. Actually, there are none.
A mirror is JUST a structure modifying the usual 
causal geometry of light rays

similarly in perception
the notion of image is obnoxius!
if, To see a flower,
I need an image
of that flower, THEN ...
in order to see that image
I would need an image
of that image of that flower
and so on and on
ad infinitum ...

yet ...  how would you explain that, in a mirror, we don’t see the world 
as it is, but apparently a left- right inverted version of it? isn’t it 
an inverted image of the world? don’t we see a reflection then?

But aren’t there images 
on the surface of a mirror?

The answer is NO ONCE AGAIN!
as we will see, there are 
neither images nor reflections.
These terms are just a form of
shorthand to describe 
complex causal entanglementS

Is that
myself?
??????

over the surface
of a mirror
THERE is nothing
to be seeN. the Truth 
is that the order in 
which we see things is
different. When we
have a mirror, we have
two paths of light to
any object, rather 
than just one.

The alleged
mirror image is

nothing but the real
world reached through
a rearranged order of

lightrays coming
into the subject’s

eye

ADDITIONAL PATHS 
DUE TO THE MIRROR

DIRECT PATHS



 a telescope does not acquire
images but modifies the geometry 

of lightrays in a very unusual
yet useful way.

A human observer is thus in causal
proximity with events that would 

otherways be disconnected
from him/her!

if you look 
inside a telescope
you won’t find any
image of saturn
anymore than 
saturn itself!

We are not
images, there is

nothing on the mirrors!

The same is true for microscopes,
lenses, distorting mirros and such
they change the causal geometry

of light, but they neither create nor 
manipulate images. There are no images!

in the same way
iT would

be foolish to look
for images on the
surfaces of my

glasses
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of course
I can always take

a picture with a
camera, which is a

device to make things
we call pictures.
really there are
no images to be

caught!

THERE IS A FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
LOOKING AT MYSELF IN A WEBCAM GENERATED

PICTURE AND AT MYSELF IN A MIRROR
(AND IT’S NOT JUST THE LEFT-RIGHT INVERSION ...) 

I’m a real picture
of your face

digitally built and 
moving

I’m nothing but
a variation in the causal
network of lightrays
you couldn’t even 

draw me, if you were
precise!

Yet, none of us
is an image!!!
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by deflecting lightrays 
in unusual ways a mirror allows

the beholder to interact with reality
it does create NEITHER REFLECTIONS 

NOR mirror images

of course
I cannot really

draw a mirror since
there is no picture on it
but you’ll understand

I’m sure

but it’s
WRONG!

To sum up, WORD LIKE
“IMAGE” OR “REFLECTION”
ARE NOTHING BUT SHORTCUTs
TO SPEAK OF MORE
COMPLEX CONDITIONs
 

like it is
easier To say 
that the sun 

rises IN THE SKY 
BUT ...

i’M STILL!!!
i’M NOT GOING

ANYWHERE
EARThLINGS!

CONSIDER 
THE DIFFERENCE

BETWEEN DRIVING WITHOUT
USING REAR MIRRORS

AND USING THEM

WITH REAR
MIRRORS, THE CAUSAL
SPACE OF THE DRIVER
CHANGES DRASTICALLY
THERE IS NO NEED

TO INTRODUCE
IMAGES

NOT AN ISOLATE CASE THOUGH. iN MANY OTHER
CASES, to simplify a problem, a more complex
network of irreducible aspects were chopped
up into simpler               fictitious bits
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now that we’ve got to
the end, let me thank you for your 

patience. It is somewhat paradoxical that
I used cartoons to criticize the notion of

image, something that derived from the widespread 
use of pictures. my point is that there is a lot 

we still don’t know and that certain
words (image, representation, and the like)

disguise our ignorance. We don’t really
know what lies behind them.

Riccardo Manzotti
IULM University, Milan, Italy

http://www.consciousness.it
riccardo.manzotti@iulm.it

IN SHORT, THE FALLACY OF
THE INTERMEDIATE ENTITY SHOWS THAT MANY ENTITIES

WE TAKE FOR GRANTED SUCH AS IMAGES DERIVE FROM ASSUMING
THAT REALITY IS MADE OF SEPARATE AUTONOMOUS ENTITY. i WONDER
WHETHER IT wOULDN’T BE BETTER TO ADOPT A PROCESS ONTOLOGY ...

i WONDER ...

this is a trick to spot a fictitious 
intermediate entitiy: 
Consider it in isolation from 
everything else:
does it really continue to exist?
try with money, information,
and, of course, images!

for instance, put a 
coin under a microscope

would you ever find its value?
of course not, the same holds 

for information, images and the like!

dAVId mARR, Stephen kOSSLyN, 
AND MANY OTHERS, fall in the trap

 of the fallacy of the intermediate entity when they 
assume that representations exist as something 

separate what is represented. 
THEY SET ASIDE THE OLD NOTION OF IMAGE BUT KEPT the

the notion disguised as “VISUAL REPRESENTATION”,
 “MENTAL IMAGE”, “NEURAL PATTERN” AND THE LIKE. YET 
IT is again THE fallacy OF THE INTERMEDIATE ENTITY

NEURAL PATTERN
PLAYING THE ROLE

OF THE INTERMEDIATE 
ENTITY LIKE THE OLD IMAGE

today, although 
almost nobody takes images 
in a literal sense, many use
other words to flesh out

their theories of  
perception

would 
you like 

some more 
“mental image”
or would you 

prefer 
some “neural 

images”? 
with a touch 

of “information” 
perhaps? 

virtual or real? 
  

the idea of sending and receiving
images is supported by (incorrect!) 
analogies between perceiving the
world and receiving information 
as if it was a questions of bits of 
matter going back and forth!

image express

Brain

MIND?

world

Riccardo Manzotti
Typewritten Text
APA Newsletter on Philosophy and Computers, 9(2): 59-66.
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